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1. (A) What is Distribution Channel ? Why are they required ?  14 

                            OR 

  What is Distribution Channel Strategy ? Discuss activities performed by 
distribution channel.  

 (B) Answer in one to two sentences : (Any four)   4 

  (i) What is Distribution Channel Management ?  

  (ii) What is Distribution System ?  

  (iii) What is transportation ?  

  (iv) What is order processing ?  

  (v) What is warehousing ?  

 

2. (A) Explain in detail the process of designing customer-oriented marketing channels. 14 

OR 

  (i) Write a short note on : Conducting Cost Analysis  7 

  (ii) Write a short note on: Conceiving the Channel Flows 7 

 (B) Answer in one to two sentences : (Any four)   4 

  (i) What is Ideal channel ?  

  (ii) What is service output ?  

  (iii) What is customer service ?  

  (iv) What is Distribution cost ?  

  (v) What is distribution control ?  
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3. (A) Discuss the process of selecting ideal channel partner. 14 

              OR 

  (i) Write a short note on: Channel relationships  7 

  (ii) Write a short note on : Channel Positioning  7 

 (B) Answer in one to two sentences : (Any three)   3 

  (i) What is Channel ?  

  (ii) What is Channel control ?  

  (iii) What is Channel power ?  

  (iv) What are Channel Partners ?  

 

4. (A) Explain the channel influence strategies as a motivational tool of distribution 
channel.    14 

                     OR 

  (i) Write a note on : Managing Channel Conflicts.  7 

  (ii) Write a note on : Promotion and Payment systems as a tool of motivating 
channel members.    7 

 (B) Answer in one to two sentences : (Any three)   3 

  (i) What are strategies ?  

  (ii) What is Promotion ?  

  (iii) What is Standardization ?  

  (iv) What is after sales services ? 
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